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ABSTRACT 
 

From the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, several prominent feminist legal 

scholars made a case for “difference feminism.” Inspired by psychologist 

Carol Gilligan’s classic text, In a Different  Voice, these scholars argued that  

social relationships, caring, and the emotions should be recognized as 

important to jurisprudence and legal regulation. Today, difference feminism 

is no longer  a  dominant  movement within legal  scholarship, but reformers 

are bringing “mindfulness,” “emotional intelligence,” and attention to 

relationships into law and business - a development dubbed “therapy 

culture” by its critics. This essay describes some of the manifestations of 

therapy culture in law and argues for more feminist engagement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The sun was dazzling on San Francisco  Bay as I stood in the parking  lot of 

San Quentin  Prison  with a handful  of students  from  King  Hall  School  of 

Law, UC Davis. It was November  2013, and we were there for the gradua- 

tion  ceremony  of  a  year-long  program   for  prison  inmates  called  GRIP 

(“Guiding   Rage  Into  Power”).  After  being  ushered  through   the  prison’s 

metal doors,  showing our identification,  and having our hands  stamped,  we 

were welcomed into the Protestant Chapel and seated at tables set for a cele- 

bratory  luncheon.  A rainbow  of men of color all wearing prison blues - 75 

graduates  in all - stood on stage, facing not only law students and professors but 

other inmates, correctional  staff, a reporter  from the San Quentin Times, 

survivors of violence, community members, family, and political leaders. 

Jacques   Verduin,   founder   of  Insight-Out,  the  organization that 

developed and runs GRIP,  was on hand  to emcee the festivities. A rough- 

looking, soft-spoken man with some of the hulking delicacy of Gerard 

Depardieu, Verduin called inmates and others up to speak. Politicians rose 

to  praise  the  program,  as  did  victims  of  violence.  After  all the  speeches 

were made  and  the  graduates  presented,  the  all-male  San  Quentin  Choir 

sang chorus after chorus of “Oh Happy  Day,”  while the audience formed a 

cheering  human  bower  through  which the  graduates  walked  one  by one, 

pausing for hugs, tears, pats on the back, and fist bumps. Then it was time for 

the audience  to leave, and  for the men in blue to return  to their  cells. All of 

the graduates  of GRIP  are serving life sentences in prison. 
 

According to Insight-Out’s  website, GRIP 
 

offers an  in-depth  journey  into  the  participants’  ability  to  understand and  transform 

violent behavior  and  replaces it with an attitude  of emotional  intelligence. The 1-year long  

program   helps  participants  to  comprehend   the  origins  of  their  violence  and develop  

the  skills to  track  and  manage  strong  impulses before  they  are  acted  out  in destructive  

ways. Students  become “emotionally  literate”  by fully understanding feelings of anger  and  

rage,  learning  to  recognize the body  signals that  accompany  those emotions,  and engage 

in a process to stop and discharge the buildup of tension in a safe manner.  The course 

helps participants to identify and communicate  the feelings underneath  anger  and  process  

“the  feelings within  the  feelings” such  as sadness,  fear  and shame. Students  also develop 

the skills to understand and express the unmet needs that are covered up by the experience 

of rage. (Insight-Out, 2014) 
 

GRIP  graduates  also take the “Nonviolence  Peace Pledge.” Some of the 

elements of this pledge are as follows: 
 

- Seek to understand and communicate  the needs underneath my anger or 

frustration. Commit  to processing and communicating my feelings, and 

find strength  in my ability to be vulnerable. 
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- Take responsibility  for how I regulate  my emotions,  understanding that 

ultimately, other people never make me feel the way I feel. 

- Understand that  blaming,  judging,  and  criticizing  are  disempowering 

and create conflict. 

- Respond    rather   than   react   by   learning   to   mindfully   observe   my 

experience through  regular  practice,  so that  I can make  wise decisions 

(Insight-Out, n.d.). 

 

GRIP   is  not   a  unique   program.   Five  months   after  the  graduation 

ceremony, Verduin and I, along with about  15 other academics and leaders of 

nonprofit  organizations, were invited  to  a “working  group  convening” at  the  

University  of  California,  Berkeley  School  of  Law  titled “Transforming 

Criminal Justice.” Sponsored by the Berkeley Initiative for Mindfulness  in Law,  

the  meeting  was facilitated  by its directors  Charles Halpern  and Dan Carlin, 

along with Fleet Maull of the Prison Mindfulness Institute. The position paper 

Carlin wrote for the gathering noted that “mindfulness-based programs  and other  

transformative programs” - including  yoga,  restorative  justice  processes,  

“motivational interviewing,” and  others  - “have  spread  and  expanded  in 

the  criminal  justice  system, now serving not  only prisoners  but  also in a few 

jurisdictions  correctional officers, at-risk youth,  juvenile offenders, and police 

officers” (Carlin, 2014, p. 4). The paper asserted that “programs and processes 

fostering inner awareness,  reflection, empathy,  and  a sense of interconnection 

are critical for  fixing our  broken  criminal  justice  system  at  a  deep  and  

sustainable level;” and  the  central  question  on  which  we were asked  to  

reflect was, “What  might  a criminal  justice system grounded  in mindfulness,  

empathy and interconnection - as aspirational as that might sound - look 

like?” 

In the 1980s and 1990s, legal theorists  associated  with “difference femin- 

ism” (also called “cultural  feminism” or “relational feminism”) - inspired in 

part  by Carol  Gilligan’s best-selling and influential book,  In a Different Voice 

(1982) - argued  that  practices,  capacities,  and  concerns  culturally associated   

with  women  had  been  wrongly  undervalued  in  the  broader society. Chief 

among these were practices associated with emotion:  caretaking, especially 

mothering,  and  the  maintenance  of intimate  relationships. These practices,  

typically performed  in the home,  had been portrayed as a female specialty, 

an outgrowth of feminine instinct and natural  inclination: a product  of love, 

not  labor  (see Silbaugh,  1996). Moreover,  traditionally feminine  virtues  and  

practices  had  long  been considered  irrelevant  to  the higher-esteemed  worlds  

of business  and  the  state,  worlds  associated  with men and masculinity. 

Difference feminists argued not only for more public recognition  and  support  

for  women’s work  in the  home  but  also  argued that  empathy,  caring, and 

relationship should  matter  in the public spheres 
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of state and market.  Thus, for example, Robin  West argued that “our capa- 

city for care should be at the center of our understanding of our public and 

legal, as well as private and personal,  virtues, and specifically that  it should be 

central to the meaning of legal justice” (West, 1997, p. 9; see also Finley, 

1989; Karst,  1984; Menkel-Meadow, 1985; Minow, 1987; West, 1988).
1

 

Today,  as if in response to these calls, concern for emotions,  caring, and 

relationships  is being professed everywhere. As our 2014 mindfulness gath- 

ering indicates,  even within law the sharp  dichotomies  that  difference fem- 

inists once criticized between reason and emotion, masculine and feminine, 

individual  autonomy and relational  interdependence seem to have blurred. 

Techniques of alternative  dispute resolution  such as mediation  and arbitra- 

tion are rapidly displacing litigation, and influential champions of these techniques  

emphasize  the importance  of addressing  the participants’ emotional  needs  

and  desires  (Cohen,  2011). Criminal  division  judges  are running  “drug  

courts”  that  borrow  from  therapeutic treatment  methods (Nolan,  2001). 

Some commentators argue more generally that  law is taking on  the  language  

and  strategies  of psychology  (see, e.g., Friedman, 1998; Piar,  2008).
2   

These  

new  developments  in  legal  institutions   and  practices have  their  parallel  in  

the  business  world  and  in  the  world  of  politics. “Emotional  intelligence”  

is  being  touted   in  the  pages  of  the  Harvard Business  Review  (David  & 

Congleton,  2013), while American  politicians and  voters,  some scholars  have 

argued,  now move in an  “intimate  public 

sphere”  (Berlant,  1997)  in  which  entire  nations   are  imagined  to  suffer 

“trauma” and  experience “healing,”  and  elected officials’ romantic  entan- 

glements and psychological journeys are considered relevant to their profes- 

sional worthiness.  In San Quentin  Prison,  in corporate meeting rooms,  and 

in the pages of lifestyle magazines,  everyone is learning to meditate  and to be 

mindful,  to  manage  their  emotions,  to  “consciously  uncouple”  rather than  

to “divorce,”
3 

and to pursue happiness  with a scientific zeal, in public as well 

as intimate life. 

But  the present  efflorescence of mindfulness,  empathy,  caring,  healing, 

and  connection   is not  being  driven  by  feminists  or  feminism.  “Therapy 

culture”  is the name scholars have given the contemporary phenomenon in 

which public life is increasingly understood and talked about  in psychological 

terms. Therapy  culture furthers  some of the goals that  difference feminists 

identified in the 1980s. Indeed,  therapy  culture  goes further  in valuing the 

feminine than some feminists ever did. Scattering feminine virtues throughout  

institutions in  civil society,  the  market,   and  even  the  state, it liberates  

femininity  from  gendered-female  bodies,  exhorting  all to  care and  share,  to  

be  mindful,  to  take  connection  seriously,  to  examine  our 
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emotions,  and  to  act  from  our  deepest  values.  Therapy  culture  promises 

salutary  transformations of public and private  life. Such transformation is 

badly needed for the criminal justice system in particular, given its immersion 

in racialized gender violence (see Harris,  2011). 

The relative absence of feminist voices in therapy  culture,  however, is a 

cause  for  concern.   Today,   many  feminists  decry  the  abuses  that   have 

resulted when an earlier generation  of feminist reformers  allied themselves 

with prosecutors  and “tough  on crime” legislators to more extensively crim- 

inalize rape and domestic violence (see Goodmark, 2013; Gruber,  2009). 

Similarly, the introduction of therapy  culture  into  the criminal  justice system  

without  a  feminist  commitment   to  anti-subordination may  produce new 

abuses of power. This essay is a call to feminist advocates and theorists to 

examine and engage with the language and the practices of therapy  that are 

increasingly being introduced into law. 

In the first part  of this essay, I describe therapy  culture,  relying on the 

work of others  who have traced  its emergence since World  War  II. In the 

second part  of the essay, I evaluate  some of the language  and practices  of 

therapy  culture  from  a feminist perspective.  Therapy  culture,  I will argue, has  

the  potential  to  subvert  the  aims  of feminist  movement.  At  its most insidious, 

it makes the political personal,  sending ripples of needless suffering through  

individual  lives, legitimizing the  “great  risk shift”  in governance from market 

and state institutions to individual households, and consolidating  the  modern  

narrative  of selfhood  as ennobling  victimhood. Even at its slightly less 

insidious,  it threatens  to erase power relations  in a soothing  bath  of  intimacy  

and  to  enable  domination by  disguising  it  as care. 

Despite  their  points  of conflict,  therapy  culture  and  feminism  are  not 

wholly separate.  As a historical  matter,  second-wave feminism owes a debt to 

therapy  culture; difference feminism, after all, traces its roots to the psy- 

chological theories of Gilligan and Kohlberg.  But especially if it is to be 

incorporated into  state  institutions and  the  law,  therapy  culture  needs  a 

stronger  dose of feminist attention to subordination. Disciplined with a cri- 

tique of power relations,  therapy  culture holds the potential  to re-politicize as 

well as de-politicize. Therapy culture offers tools with which to ease individual 

suffering, including the suffering caused by subordination. As the difference 

feminists  desired,  it can  draw  individuals  into  relationship  and into collective 

action, rather  than  cutting them off from it. Therapy  culture may even have 

something  to give back  to feminism: it has made  possible new ways of 

addressing  subjection  and  the interrelation of the individual with  culture  and  

history.  But  much  work  remains  for  feminists  if  this 
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progressive turn is to be realized - both the work of curbing the individual- ist 

tendencies  of therapy  culture,  and  also the  task  of understanding and 

resisting the abuses  of power  made  possible by relations  of care and  con- 

nection themselves. I conclude that  one of the tasks of twenty-first century 

feminist movement  is to ensure that  therapy  culture becomes, or remains, a 

political project, not an antipolitical  one. 

 
 

 
DEFINING THERAPY CULTURE 

 
As Jessica Grogan  observes,  the  discipline  of psychology  took  off in the 

United  States  in the  years  after  World  War  II,  partly  in response  to  the 

large  numbers   of  functionally   impaired   veterans   returning   home  from 

the war (Grogan,  2012). At the same time, psychology entered the popular 

consciousness,  appealing  to the healthy  as well as the sick. In 1957, “Life 

magazine’s  five-part  series ‘The Age of Psychology  in the  U.S.’  bore  the 

tagline:   ‘Less  than   a  Century   Old,   the   Science  of  Human   Behavior 

Permeates Our Whole Way of Life - At Work,  in Love, in Sickness and in 

Health’”  (cited in Grogan,  2012, p. 4). This popular  version of psychology 

aligned  itself  with  a  long-standing  American   interest   in  personal   self- 

mastery  and  the  cultivation  of interpersonal connections.
4  

The  architects of 

“humanistic  psychology,”  including Rollo  May, Abraham Maslow,  and Carl 

Rogers, focused on mental health rather  than illness, seeking to release human 

potential  from the constraints of mass society. Outside academia, devotees  of  

the  human   potential   movement   flocked  to  places  such  as Esalen,  attended  

seminars  on  est,  “primal  scream”  therapy,  and Transcendental Meditation, 

and  attempted to  open  the “doors  of perception” (Aldous Huxley’s term) 

with hallucinogenic drugs. 

Together  the academic  and  the popular  strands  of humanistic  psychol- 

ogy formed the basis of what is now termed therapy  culture.  Grogan  notes 

that humanistic psychology “has seeped into our relationships, our self- 

expression,  our  self-talk.  We  speak  regularly  of  our  ‘potential’  and  our 

need for ‘growth’. We look for marriages  to be growth-fostering, therapeutic. 

We may even ask of our spouses the very things one could expect of a 

humanistic   psychotherapist  (unconditional  acceptance,   impeccable  emo- 

tional attunement, and empathy)”  (Grogan,  2012, p. xiii). 

Nolan  (1998) identifies  five distinct  characteristics   of  therapy  culture. First  

and foremost,  what he calls “the therapeutic ethos”  is focused on the self as 

the ultimate  source of moral  and  ethical values. This is so because 
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older moral orders based on obedience to one’s community leaders, one’s 

religious leaders, one’s elders, natural  law, or divine reason have all been 

challenged  and  discredited  or  dethroned.  The  self is the  only  thing  left 

standing.
5 

Nolan quotes the philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre: “I cannot 

genuinely  appeal  to  impersonal  criteria,  for  there  are  no  impersonal  cri- 

teria”  (quoted  in Nolan,  1998, p. 3). Thus, Nolan  argues: “Where once the 

self was to be surrendered, denied, sacrificed, and died to, now the self is to be 

esteemed, actualized,  affirmed, and unfettered” (id.). 

A second  distinctive  feature  of therapy  culture  is its emphasis  on emo- 

tions as the path  to the authentic  self. It is important to learn to feel one’s 

emotions,  to  identify  them,  articulate  them,  and  manage  them  appropri- 

ately with others. One’s character  is frequently judged in terms of one’s emotional  

integrity and facility. As Nolan  puts it: 

 
[T]he basis for honesty  becomes  one’s willingness to  be in touch  with and  to  express 

one’s feelings. It is not  honesty  in the sense of truthfulness  to an objectively measured 

empirical reality or to an external worldview that  enjoins the individual  to hold certain 

things as true and adjust  his or her behavior  accordingly;  nor is it the honesty of intel- 

lectual deference to reason  or even, in some instances,  to conventional  protocol.  It is 

honesty defined by the open communication of one’s feelings. (Nolan,  1998, p. 6) 

 
A third  defining feature  of therapy  culture is the public esteem in which 

people  who are professionally  trained  to  understand and  manage  the self 

are held. Scholars  of therapeutic culture all remark  on the explosion in the 

twentieth   century   in  the  numbers   of  psychologists   and   clinical  social 

workers, as well as to the authority that these experts and other sorts of 

therapists,  such as addiction  specialists of various  kinds,  now wield in the 

public   sphere.   Despite   the  waxing  and   waning   of  specific  movements 

within psychology, such as the rise and fall of Freudian psychoanalysis  and 

humanistic  psychology,  we are all now conversant  with the basic concepts and  

practices  used  by  clinical  social  workers   and  marriage   and  family therapists.  

Professional  middle-class people know how to use “I statements” when talking  

to our  partners  and  our  children,  and  we are encouraged  to teach  our  

children  to  do  the  same.  We  even  turn  to  therapy  culture  in times of 

public crisis; Frank  Furedi,  for instance,  points to the mobilization of  thousands 

of  therapists   after  the  attacks  on  the  World  Trade  Center on September 

11, 2001, standing ready to treat traumatized New Yorkers (Furedi,  2004, pp. 

12-14). 

Nolan’s  fourth  defining feature  of therapy  culture  is “a  … situation  in 

which an increasing number of behaviors are interpreted on the basis of 

healthiness  and  sickness,  rather  than  on  the  basis  of whether  actions  are 
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good or bad, moral or immoral,  right or wrong” (Nolan,  1998, p. 9). Along 

with this comes “the belief that  a growing number  of human  actions repre- 

sent diseases or illnesses that  need to be healed”  (id.). This feature  of ther- 

apy  culture   is  controversial   because  it  competes   with  a  still-powerful 

moralistic  inclination  in American  culture.  Addiction  and  obesity  are two 

issues, for  instance,  over  which  there  is heated  disagreement:  Should  fat 

people and  people who drink  to excess be considered  sick, or should  they 

be judged weak and  lazy - as people who have failed in their moral  duty to  

control   their  bodies  and  their  appetites?  Therapy   culture  takes  the 

former position,  offering a medical model for social pathologies. 

A fifth and final defining feature of therapy  culture is equally controver- 

sial: the  moral  significance of suffering.  Eva  Illouz  argues  that  central  to 

therapy  culture is the story of a victimized or suffering self that  needs to be 

redeemed:  “Indeed,  the therapeutic narrative  functions  only by conceiving of 

life events as the markers  of failed or thwarted  opportunities for self- 

development”  (Illouz, 2008, p. 173). This means of self-definition requires people 

both to suffer and to change, to transcend  their suffering by treating it as an 

opportunity for personal growth. Illouz argues that therapeutic culture  

therefore  “makes  one  responsible  for  one’s future  but  not  for  one’s past.  

It  promotes  a self that  is passive - in that  it is defined by wounds inflicted 

by others  - but  is commanded to become highly active, in that  it is summoned  

to change” (Illouz, 2008, pp. 185-186). 

Therapeutic culture is easy to ridicule and often ridiculed. It is especially 

hated by conservatives worried about  the erosion of personal moral respon- 

sibility, but liberals have also been known to wince when the self-serious 

“affirmations” come out. Why, then, is it everywhere? The conventional 

scholarly answer is that therapeutic culture represents a kind of endpoint  of 

modernity  - the world  we live in after  the death  of God  and  the rise of 

modern   science.  Nolan,   for   example,   argues   that   therapeutic  culture 

responds to at least three tensions or needs in modern  times. First,  one fea- 

ture  of  modernity   is a  split  (a  split  that  is gendered,  as  feminists  have 

observed) between home and work, the public and the private.  Living with 

this split arguably  requires  us to be two different  people as we travel from 

home to work and back again; public life is bureaucratic, rationalized,  and 

highly  impersonal,  whereas  private  life is intimate,  emotional,  and  above all 

personal.  Therapeutic  culture,  however,  bridges  the  gap,  bringing  the public  

into  the  private  and  vice versa.  As Nolan  observes,  “The  private therapist  

who counsels the individual on his failing marriage  or sexual iden- tity  problems  

speaks  the  same  basic  language  as the  business  consultant who  gives seminars  

on  conflict  resolution  and  stress  management  within the work environment” 

(Nolan,  1998, p. 18). 
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Second, under modernity  the sense that there is a single substantive  com- 

mon good has eroded.  Liberalism  as political theory  begins with an agree- 

ment  to bracket  questions  of the right  and  the good  and  to unite  instead 

around  fair procedures.  Yet the architects  of the American  political system 

also always assumed  the necessity of a common  culture,  a “civic religion,” as 

the precondition of a functioning  liberal democracy.  The source of this 

common   culture   is  in  question   in  contemporary  times,  as  traditional 

churches  lose adherents,  religious  faith  has  become  ever more  pluralized, 

and more and more people identify themselves as not religious but rather 

“spiritual” (Fuller,  2001). As a “nation  of immigrants,” the United  States also 

lacks a rich common  culture based on ethnicity. Moreover,  civic life in general  

is disappearing  as most  Americans  go home and  watch  TV in the evenings 

(or surf the web) rather  than  going bowling with their friends and neighbors  

(Putnam,  2001). Therapeutic culture,  it is said, fills a void that neither religious 

belief, nor the bonds of common ethnicity, nor a richly interconnected civil 

society can  fill. As Nolan  argues,  therapeutic culture borrows  from  science,  

a  language  that  claims  great  prestige  in  modern society; but it also borrows  

from religion (Nolan,  1998, p. 19). Indeed,  it is perhaps  better than religion 

because it lacks religion’s history of divisiveness. Therapeutic culture  brings us 

together  with a common  purpose  - to better ourselves, to experience personal  

growth,  to become fully “self-actualized,” to become happy,  to improve our 

self-esteem - while remaining  deferential to science and technology to show us 

how. 

Finally,  therapeutic culture  arguably  serves as “the  most  suitable  antidote  

to the difficulty of life in a highly mechanistic  world”  (Nolan,  1998, p. 19). 

The argument  here is that  many people today  experience a crisis of meaning 

at some point  in their lives. Magic, mystery, transcendence, and a sense of 

life’s purpose  go missing when science and  technology  assure  us that  everything 

can be known,  explained, and controlled  by humans.  Many people still want 

to believe in something  larger than  themselves. The “spiritual turn”  (Fuller, 

2001) represents  one response,  but therapeutic culture is a close, less mystical 

ally, locating truth  and meaning within the ever unknowable, yet tantalizingly  

improvable,  self. 

 
 

 
SHARING AND CARING IN PUBLIC 

 
Although  therapy  culture  is not  a product  of feminism,  in some  ways it 

might as well be. Therapy  culture today valorizes certain conventionally feminine 

traits  and  practices  as valuable  and  good  in the public sphere as 
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well as the private. Therapy  culture makes traditionally female skills of emotional 

intelligence and the work of “emotional  labor” and emotion management  

relevant,  if not  essential,  to  public  life - just  as  difference feminists  hoped.  

Indeed,  it extends  the project  of difference  feminism,  by not  only  revaluing  

traditionally female  skills and  female  labor,  but  also insisting that  these traits  

and  this labor  are important for men as well as women. One of the criticisms 

of difference feminism was that  it implied or asserted that emotional labor and 

care work belonged naturally to women, thereby embracing the ideological gender 

binary that accompanied  the political economy of domesticity (see Harris,  1990). 

Today’s business literature  on emotional  intelligence, in contrast, unabashedly  

portrays  male captains of industry  as seeking relationship  and craving affirmation  

(see, e.g., Fisher  & Shapiro,  2005). Business success, insist the  therapy  culture  

gurus,  requires that everyone cultivate the ability to recognize, articulate, and 

manage one’s emotions  and  the emotions  of others.  Indeed,  as the humanistic  

psychologists once hoped, the new business literature  recognizes the work world 

as a place of potential  joy, happiness,  and satisfaction  - even spiritual  growth.
6

 

Caring and sharing have thus spread from the home to the marketplace. Difference 

feminists argued several decades ago that  empathy  has a place in public life. 

Contemporary therapy  culture insists that businessmen as well as women cultivate 

the bonds of care. 

The business orientation toward empathy, emotional intelligence, and 

relationship  coheres with a recent literature of regulation that emphasizes 

collaboration and flexibility over hierarchical  “command  and control”  gov- 

ernance  within  the  state  as  well as  the  marketplace. Michael  Dorf  and 

Charles  Sabel have proposed  “democratic experimentalism”  in regulation as 

a key organizing  principle of a democratic  society (Dorf  & Sabel, 1998). Jody 

Freeman  argues that  the job of administrative agencies is now “regulatory  

research  and  development,” rather  than  regulatory  decisionmaking; this  shift  

requires  “an  ethic  of  experimentalism  in  which  errors  are  not viewed as 

failures”  (Freeman,  1997, p. 31). Orly Lobel argues  that  we are in the midst 

of a major societal shift “from  the traditional New Deal regulatory  era to a 

‘Renew Deal’ governance  paradigm” (Lobel, 2004, p. 343). In  this  new 

paradigm,  William Simon  explains,  “enforcement is occasion not only for 

the vindication  of established  norms but also for their reconsideration  or 

revision. The idea is that the enforcers sit as a consensual, deliberative,  ongoing 

body for the revision of the norms in the very process by which they are being 

enforced”  (Simon, 2005, p. 500). 

This demand  for consensus,  deliberation, and the democratic  collabora- 

tion   of  multiple   stakeholders,  as  well  as  the  importance   of  informal 
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regulatory norms, requires governance by people skilled in interpersonal 

interaction,  and  presumably   favors  those  with  “emotional   intelligence.” 

Indeed,   Amy   Cohen,   examining   the  emergence  of  alternative   dispute 

resolution  (ADR)  in the late 1970s and early 1980s as a vital form of legal 

practice  and  legal culture,  observes  that  its distinctive  contribution is to 

blur  some of the nineteenth-century boundaries between “the  family” and 

“the market:” 

 
ADR,   as  many  analysts  observe,  brings  economic  rationalities   associated  with  the 

market   to  social  domains   - by,  for  example,  applying   ideas  of  Pareto   efficient 

contractual exchange to a range  of everyday (family, community,  relational)  disputes. But, 

* * * ADR  also brings social rationalities  associated  with the family to economic domains  

- by, for example, simultaneously  describing nearly all contractual exchanges as produced 

through intensely social interactions  driven by emotion, empathy, trust, solidarity,  and  shame.  

ADR,  in  other  words,  envisions  communities  of  people  who resolve  conflict,  correct  

criminal  behavior,   make  deals,  and  manage  organizations, because they are bound  

together  - like the family - by affective, interpersonal, inti- mate,  localized, and  ethical 

relationships as much as by the mutual  self-interest of the market or the collective political 

belonging of the nation-state. (Cohen, 2011, p. 93) 

 

Recognition of  the  webs  of  connection  and  relationship   that  pervade 

market  and state governance  - not  just “private  life” - is the first step in what 

difference feminists ultimately sought: a commitment to empathy, 

nondomination, and  caring  in the  public  sphere.  As Yxta  Maya  Murray 

writes in a recent look back at difference feminism: 

 
Reverence for human  connectivity constitutes  [a] second feature of the ethic of care, as its 

adherents  “construct[] moral problem[s] as a problem[s] of care and responsibility  in 

relationships …. [T]he logic underlying  an ethic of care is a psychological logic of relationships 

….” This is to be contrasted with the standard of justice’s reverence for “rights  and rules,” 

“equality  and reciprocity,”  and “the formal logic of fairness.”  Most of all, the difference 

between an ethic of care and  a standard of justice is in attitudes toward  connectivity and 

separateness.  (Murray,  2009, p. 77). 

 

The pervasiveness of therapy  culture  in public life and institutions  would 

seem to offer new opportunities for women, who traditionally have excelled at 

building and maintaining relationships and have, unlike men, long been encouraged  

to  value  emotional  expressiveness and  facility.  Some observers have indeed 

confirmed  a certain  female-friendliness  in contemporary corporate culture.  In 

the late 1990s, sociologist Arlie Hochschild  was surprised  to find women workers 

at a Fortune 500 company experiencing their work lives as  a  haven  from   their   

home  lives;  she  found   that   work   was  offering stimulation, guidance, and a 

sense of belonging, while home had become the place in which there was too 

much to do in too little time (Hochschild,  1997). 
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More  recently  - and  controversially   - journalist   Hanna   Rosin  has 

argued  that  the  contemporary economy  actually  favors  women  workers 

over men. Based on interviews in the American  Midwest,  Rosin  theorizes 

that conventional masculinity scripts have held men back in the contemporary 

economy (Rosin,  2012). She recognizes that  the American  manufacturing 

economy of the 1950s and 1960s has given way to a service economy in the 

2000s. Women’s facility with the emotional  labor  necessary for service work,  

women’s greater  willingness to invest in education  and training,  and women’s 

greater  flexibility and  comfort  with changing  life scripts have all given them a 

leg up in the job market.  These opportunities mesh with the new,  relationship-

friendly  ideology  of  business  management:   The  ideal worker and the ideal 

manager  are now expected to be flexible and emotionally intelligent, while the 

worker who continues to conform to hegemonic masculinity  with its reluctance  

to recognize, engage with, or manage  emotions will increasingly be left behind 

at promotion time. Women are surging ahead in employment  and education,  

Rosin argues, while men lag behind. 
 

 
 

Governance Femininity? 

 
Therapy  culture  thus furthers  the feminist project  of undoing  the ideology of 

domesticity - the “public man, private woman”  binary - and it does so without  

the gender essentialism that  some found objectionable  in difference feminism. 

In demanding that workers, managers, and regulators learn to collaborate  and to 

acknowledge one another’s emotional  lives, it lays the groundwork for the ethics 

of care and nonviolence that  feminists have long envisioned. At a more abstract  

level, therapy  culture  is congruent  with the incorporation  of  interdependence   

into  liberal  theory  - the  “connection thesis”  that  Robin  West,  Martha 

Fineman,   and  others  have  long  championed as fundamental to an adequate  

theory of the state. 

But therapy  culture  also has a dark  side, and  its name  is depoliticization.  

It can encourage  people to think  individually  and  personally  instead of 

collectively, structurally, and institutionally. It can collaborate with neoliberal 

ideology by steering social institutions and ideologies of governance in  the  

direction   of  individualism,   placing  “personal   responsibility”   and personal   

happiness   and  self-expression  at  the  center  of  public  life  and de-legitimizing 

the social welfare state. Blind to structural inequality,  it can perpetuate that 

inequality in economic, political, and civic spheres. 

Consider,  as  an  example,  Rosin’s  thesis  about  the  end  of  men.  June 

Carbone  and  Naomi  Cahn  point  out  that  if women  workers  seem to  be 
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gaining  an  advantage  in the labor  market,  it is only because  the low-end 

service sectors  that  have long been “pink  ghettoes”  contain  the only jobs that  

cannot  be further  degraded  or sent overseas (Carbone  & Cahn,  2013). They 

argue that  the growing predominance of women in higher education and in 

the workplace is not primarily  about  a cultural  edge that women are enjoying,  

but  an  economy  that  is busy  creating  more  “bad  jobs”  - seemingly ideal 

for women workers - while destroying the (traditionally male) “good  jobs.” 

From  this perspective, the gender story that  Rosin  highlights has the capacity  

to misdirect  social policy. It is not  the “end of men”  but the “rebirth  of class” 

that  feminists and policymakers  should attend  to; the predominance of women 

in the new economy is a symptom  of a deepening and increasingly brutal  class 

inequality. 

Critics  of therapy  culture  make  a more  general  point:  Therapy  culture 

can, and has been, coopted  to serve as a pacification  technique  for workers 

and families brutalized  by neoliberalism.  As Hochschild  observed, the com- 

fort in relationship  that her informants felt in their corporate workplaces - 

the performance awards,  the rituals  of belonging  - prevented  them  from 

complaining   about   the   long   hours   they   worked   (Hochschild,   1997). 

Another  concern  is that  the version  of therapy  culture  touted  in manage- 

ment theory  not  only highlights  connection  and emotional  intelligence but 

also promotes  the entrepreneurial self, encouraging  workers  to treat  them- 

selves as a brand  and  to become comfortable with short-term, contingent 

employment.  In this way, therapy  culture’s focus on “working  on yourself” 

impedes collective action; it encourages individuals to take institutional conditions   

as  a  given,  to  alter  themselves  rather   than   their  situation. Therapy  culture 

may encourage  men as well as women to feel connected  to one another,  but 

in service of a capitalism  that  exploits workers’ emotional labor,  deepens 

inequality,  and takes advantage  of a “great  risk shift” from corporations  and  

the  state  to  individual  households   (see Hacker,   2008) while promising 

spiritual fulfillment through  corporate devotion  and personal authenticity  

through  buying things.
7

 

Critics  of 1980s difference  feminism also worried  that  an  ethic of care 

could  mask  abuses  of power,  and  this concern  applies  as well to  modern 

therapy   culture,   particularly   in  state   settings.   An   important  feminist 

critique of ADR,  restorative  justice, and other  governance  techniques  that 

rely on informality  and  collaboration is that  such techniques  can perpetu- ate  

or  even  intensify  power  differentials  under  the  pretense  of  equality (see 

Grillo, 1991; Ptacek, 2009).
8 

The mask of therapy  can also facilitate arbitrary  

enforcement.   Warning  in  1968  of  the  dangers  of  framing  the activities of 

criminal justice as “therapeutic,” Herbert  Packer noted: 
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It is quite understandable that sensitive men involved in what has been called the “grim 

negativism”  of the correctional  process should  wish to have their activities dissociated from  

anything  as unpleasant-sounding as Punishment. But there are good  reasons  for denying  

them  that  psychic gratification.  Their  euphemistic  language  tends  to  obscure the fact that 

they are acting against the will of the subject and not primarily for his benefit, and in effect 

are depriving him of rights that he would enjoy if it were plain that he was being subjected 

to Punishment.  To allow the characterization to turn  on the intention  of  the  administrator 

is to  encourage  hypocrisy  and  unconscious  self-deception. (Packer, 1968, p. 33) 
 

 
Finally,  therapy  culture  can  be criticized  for  the  subjects  it cultivates. 

First, many scholars have criticized therapy culture for creating, or at least 

coddling,  selves with “wounded  attachments” to suffering.  Wendy  Brown has 

argued  that  intrinsic to contemporary identity  politics is the centrality of  harm:  

Political  identity  is shaped  around   the  proof  of  subordination and  thus  

requires  narratives  of  subordination and  injury  (Brown,  1995). Therapy  

culture  similarly  cultivates  a  suffering  self that  demands  to  be made whole, 

although  in therapeutic narratives  the wounded  self does not necessarily need 

others  or even a collective identity to transcend  its pain - just a therapeutic 

insight and the will to transcend.  The reliance on suffering in order to make both 

personal and political meaning makes the personal- political divide easy to cross 

in both  directions: Politicians rise and fall on their   ability   to   tell  persuasive   

stories   about   becoming   better   people through  facing their demons, while 

individuals use their personal suffering to  claim  collective and  political  space.  

In  both  domains,  injury  is simultaneously denounced  and desired, while 

transcendence  of suffering is obsessively sought but always insecure. 

A second,  much-criticized  failing of therapy  culture  is at first glance the 

reverse of the first charge: its tendency to cultivate an obsession with happi- 

ness.
9  

In the 1950s, humanistic  psychology began as a protest  against a disci- 

pline that studied only the pathology of the human mind; today, “positive 

psychology” has again declared an interest in what constitutes  mental health, and 

how to achieve it. Both movements, however, were quickly incorporated into - 

and transformed by - a culture in which personal  satisfaction  is the highest   

goal.   One   of   our   founding   national    political   documents,   the Declaration 

of Independence,  grants all men a right to the “pursuit  of happiness.” 

Contemporary critics of therapy  culture complain that subjective happiness has 

become an end in itself, and  that  relentless positivity  is expected even (or 

especially) from the suffering (see Ehrenreich,  2009). 

Happiness,   however,  is  not   a  political  value.  Aldous   Huxley  wrote 

Brave New World to make this point:  In his fictional world, the elite lived 
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carefree  lives  that  were  morally  meaningless  at  best,  immoral  at  worst 

because of their  reliance on the suffering of other  groups  presumed  natu- 

rally  inferior  (Huxley,  2013). Ahmed  (2010) goes  further  to  defend  bad 

feelings - dissatisfaction, outrage,  resentment,  melancholy,  disaffection  - as 

the seeds from which political movement,  including feminist movement, grow. 

From  this perspective, therapy  culture produces  apolitical  people. 

Third,  and as an outgrowth of the first two critiques,  therapy  culture is 

widely criticized for fostering  the belief in individuals  that  they personally, and 

not their physical environment,  their genetic inheritance,  their families or 

communities,  or the social institutions  in which they find themselves, are solely 

responsible  for  the  quality  of their  lives. Through  therapy  culture, the  

ideology  of  neoliberalism  links  with  an  ideology  of self-mastery  and self-

discipline  that   Foucauldian  theorists   of  the  state  identify  with  the project 

of “governmentality.”
10 

To properly  exercise their freedom, state subjects  must  

be  regulated;  above  all,  they  must  be  schooled  in  being responsible for 

themselves. “Dependency” is antithetical  to full social citizenship  in  the  modern   

state  (Fraser   &  Gordon,  1994).  The  line  is arguably  thin,  however,  

between  the  willingness  to  work  and  discharge one’s obligations  to the state  

and the denial that  sickness and other  forms of dependence are inevitable. 

Therapy culture, it can be argued, creates individuals  for whom  the recognition  

of interdependence - or  worse yet, dependence  - is intolerable:  people who 

are characterologically as well as ideologically individualist. 

From  a feminist  perspective,  then,  therapy  culture  is dangerous  in two 

related  ways. First,  it can help make institutional and structural inequality 

invisible  or  irrelevant,  placing  the  onus  on  individuals  to  succeed.  For 

example,  the  GRIP  program  described  at  the  beginning  of this  essay no 

doubt  makes  inmates  serving life in prison  not  only happier  but  easier to 

control.  Does  the  energy  spent  making  prisons  more  humane  inevitably 

drain  the political  energy away from  the goal of abolishing  prison?  Does the  

recalcitrant inmate  who  refuses  to  participate   in such  programs  and instead  

embarks  on a hunger  strike become viewed as an oddball  troublemaker rather 

than as a catalyst for political action? From this perspective, therapy  culture has 

the potential  to function  as the very opposite  of feminism, making the political 

personal. 

Second, in settings with extreme power differentials  - such as the crim- 

inal  justice  system  - therapy  culture  has  the  potential  to  make  possible 

extensive and damaging  abuses of power in the name of caring. This danger is 

acute in the context  of criminal justice, where the asymmetries  of power are  

already  extreme.  In  her  study  of “decarceration courts”  - programs, 
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such as drug  courts,  that  provide  therapeutic alternatives  to incarceration for 

criminal offenders - Allegra McLeod  provides an example from Glynn County,  

Georgia:  “For  infractions  as minor  as a  first offense  of forging two  checks 

totaling  100 dollars,  one  young  woman  was sentenced  to  ten and  a half years 

under  criminal  supervision:  five and  one half years in the Glynn  County  Drug  

Court,  including  fourteen  months  behind  bars,  and then  an  additional six 

months  locked  up,  followed  by four  and  one  half years on probation” 

(McLeod,  2012, p. 1615).
11  

McLeod concludes: 
 

Courts  operating  on a therapeutic  model embrace  an anti-formalist, problem-oriented, 

discretionary approach that  rejects * * * externally imposed, pre-fixed constraints. This 

model, when it comes to predominate over other  approaches to criminal law adminis- 

tration, thus  threatens  to  place judges with  extraordinary power  in a position  where 

they act in what they perceive to be defendants’/clients’ therapeutic interests but with 

unchecked, potentially punitive effects, unimpeded by principles of proportionality 

characteristic  of  a  retributive  theory  of  punishment.  This  is all  the  more  troubling 

because these judges may lack formal  psychotherapeutic expertise and many are likely 

exhausted by the undoubtedly difficult work of dealing with criminally accused addicted or 

mentally ill individuals, often in under-resourced environments.  The relaxation  of 

procedural safeguards  as part  of an  anti-formalist, team-based,  therapeutic approach 

only stands to exacerbate these problems if judges are not particularly  conscientious. 

(McLeod, 2012, p. 1617) 
 

Such  exercises in  domination ostensibly  for  the  disempowered  party’s 

own good  are conventionally  called “paternalism.” In the context  of therapy 

culture  and  its adherence  to stereotypically  feminine values and  practices of 

care and emotionality,  however, this potential  dark  side of therapy culture  

might better  be dubbed  the threat  of “governance  femininity”  (see Halley, 

Kotiswaran, Shamir, & Thomas,  2006). Such abuses are feminism’s nightmare  

vision:  the  reinforcement  of  power  differentials  that  feminists meant to 

destroy, offered in the name of caring. 

 

 
Towards a Feminist Therapy Culture 

 
While therapy  culture threatens  twenty-first century feminism with an anti- 

politics that enables and even possibly celebrates abuses of power, it can’t simply 

be denounced  as antifeminist.  For  one  thing,  therapy  culture  and second-

wave  feminism are deeply entangled,  and  the distinctions  between them can 

be overdrawn.  Eva Illouz argues that  despite long-standing misogyny  within  

the  discipline  of  psychology,  and  feminist  attacks   on  that misogyny  and  

on  the  discipline  itself, “feminism  and  psychology  proved to be ultimate  

cultural  allies because they shared common  schemas or basic 
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cognitive   categories   ultimately   derived   from   the   social   experience   of 

women”  (Illouz,  2008, p. 121). She observes,  for example,  that  a quintes- 

sential tool of second-wave  feminism - the consciousness-raising  group  - 

borrowed   from  similar  techniques  being  employed  in  psychology  at  the 

time, such as the T-group  (see Herman,  1995, pp. 276-304). She adds that 

“in considering  the [feminist] claim that  the personal  is political,  it should not  

be forgotten  that  this could appear  to be so because the personal  had already  

emerged  as  a  constituted cultural  category,  mostly  through   the active 

presence of psychology in American culture”  (Illouz, 2008, p. 130).
12

 

Difference feminism, as we have seen, itself emerged from the work of fem- 

inist Carol  Gilligan,  who used the language  of psychological  development to 

assert the moral  significance of a self not  boldly independent of others, but 

interdependent with them. 

The  interconnections  between  feminism  and  therapy   culture  make  it 

plausible to suggest that  feminist voices and values can bring a progressive 

politics into therapeutically oriented discourses and practices. Feminist attention 

to the dangers  outlined  in the previous  section, however, is critical. First,  the 

project of strengthening individuals’ capacity to be reflective, mindful, and 

emotionally  intelligent must not eclipse the project of resisting institutional and  

structural subordination. Second,  particularly   as  therapeutic practices are 

increasingly folded into state practices such as practices of punishment, we need 

more feminist work that  takes seriously the kinds of abuses of power specific 

to therapeutic action  - the dark  side of caring and  connection.  With its 

dangers  curbed,  therapy  culture  may be brought into alignment with and even 

enrich twenty-first century feminism. 

Feminist work on restorative  justice provides a good example of situating the 

language  of caring, relationship, and healing within a larger context  of structural 

subordination. As I have  pointed  out  elsewhere, feminist critics have 

challenged the tendency of some restorative  justice advocates  to ignore the racist 

and heteropatriarchal foundations of the criminal legal system (Harris,  2011). 

The feminist-led shift from “restorative  justice” to “transformative justice” marks  

the dangers inherent  in the language  of “restoration” and indicates a 

commitment  to making power and privilege visible (ibid.). Transformative justice 

advocates embrace restorative  justice’s critique of the criminal legal system as 

broken  at its foundation, while challenging restorative justice advocates’ 

assumption that  existing institutions in the state and the community  can 

provide  places of safety for women  (see Smith,  2009). At  the  level of  practice,  

a  few therapeutic  programs   for  prison  inmates have  contained  a  feminist  

component   linking  emotional  intelligence  to  a critique of masculinity  (see 

Harris,  2010, p. 208). A stronger  feminist voice 
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in the design of such programs  could do better in pushing a radically trans- 

formative agenda. 

In other  legal and  political  arenas  as well, the language  of therapy  cul- 

ture can be mobilized not to occlude but to make visible the need for insti- 

tutional  and structural change. For  instance, Eric Yamamoto draws on the 

language of therapy  culture to buttress  justice claims against state and non- state 

actors  in the form of reparations, expanding  the purview of the state to “social 

healing.” Yamamoto argues that  the successful reparations campaign for 

Japanese-American citizens wrongfully incarcerated  in internment camps during  

World  War II can serve as a template  for and an incitement to other demands  

for the state to redress historic injustices: 

 
[R]edressing the deep wounds  of injustice has become a matter  central  to the future  of 

civil societies that  claim legitimacy as democracies  in part  through  a commitment to civil 

and  human  rights.  Whether  a  country  heals  persisting  wounds  is  increasingly viewed 

now  as integral  to  its stature  and  prosperity  both  domestically  and  globally. First,  healing  

is integral  domestically  to  enable  communities  to  deal  with pain,  guilt, and division linked 

to its past in order to live peaceably and work productively  together in the present.  Second, 

healing is integral  globally to legitimize a country  as a democracy truly committed  to civil 

and human  rights (which affects a country’s  standing  on international security  and  

responsible  economic  development).  People,  communities, and governments  - especially 

democracies claiming allegiance to human  rights principles - all have a stake in justice that 

repairs (Yamamoto, 2012, p. 81). 

 
Yamamoto’s  “social healing through justice” sounds in the language of therapy 

culture, but adds a twist that makes explicit demands of the state. He argues, for 

instance, that “repair  must occur in two realms simultaneously  - the individual  

(micro) and the institutional (macro)”  (Yamamoto & Obrey, 

2009; see also Yamamoto, 1999). Yamamoto uses the language  of interna- 

tional human rights to connect these quintessentially “private” and “public” realms 

in the service of addressing racial and gender subordination.
13

 

Feminists  are familiar with the problem  of informal  processes accommo- 

dating subordination (see Grillo, 1991), and to the extent that new legal practices 

incorporate such informal processes we must remain vigilant about the possibility 

of abuse. In addition,  new legal practices informed by therapy culture  might 

draw  more explicitly on feminist analyses of power relations in intimate  settings.  

In the 1970s and  1980s, for example, feminists helped politicize violence against 

women and children, revealing the extent to which husbands,  fathers,  and  

boyfriends,  not  just “strangers,” were perpetrators, and  rejecting  narratives  in 

which  women  and  children  “asked  for”  sexual abuse. This movement infused 

therapy  culture with powerful new terms such as “survivor”  rather  than  “victim,”  

and,  by calling attention to the lasting 
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effects of  child  sexual  abuse,  made  possible  challenges  to  powerful  social 

agents such as the Catholic Church (see Angelides, 2004; Rich, 2013). 

Yet, the work of rethinking  and  restructuring family and  intimate  rela- 

tions along feminist lines remains unfinished. As critical race theorists,  feminist 

theorists,  and  queer theorists  have observed,  feminists turned  against one 

another  in the “sex wars” of the 1980s, and  the ferocity of the battles created  

an  impasse  around  the  theorization of sexuality  that  has  not  yet been  

surmounted (Abrams,  1995). Feminist  theorists  have  still not  come to  terms  

with  how  to  frame  women’s sexuality.  Similarly,  feminists  have yet  to  fully  

come  to  terms  with  the  problem  of  “deviant   motherhood” (see Ashe & 

Cahn, 1993; Roberts,  1993). Feminist refiguring of the intimate sphere is an 

ongoing project. As therapy  culture introduces  the “private” language  of  

connection   and  care  into  new  social  spaces,  more  feminist attention to the 

problems of subordination that arise in sites defined by intimacy and care is 

urgently needed.
14

 

To the extent that  the spread  of therapeutic culture into more and more 

institutions  and practices of governance incites more feminist advocacy and 

theory, therapy culture may in fact turn out to enrich feminist work. For example,  

at  the  level of anti-subordination theory,  therapy  culture’s  language  of  

trauma   and  healing  offers  new  opportunities to  conceptualize, and intervene 

in, the dynamics of racism and sexism. The recent work of a few younger legal 

scholars provides an example. SpearIt  argues that “destructive  masculinity,”  

facilitated and strengthened by prison culture, permeates  poor  black  and  

brown  communities  (SpearIt,  2011). A generation  ago, this conversation 

might have been sucked into  the black  hole of polarized  debate  over Daniel  

Patrick  Moynihan’s  “matriarchy thesis” - a debate  that  pitted  a privatized  

“black  culture”  against  a public  economic and social “environment” (see Self, 

2012). Today,  the language  of trauma, healing,  and  resilience (developed  by 

Herman,  1992 in the context  of the sexual   abuse   of  children   within   the   

family)   takes   advantage    of   the scrambled  walls between the public and the 

private.  The idea that  the injuries of racialized and gendered subordination 

are carried forward  in family dynamics and within the criminal justice state rejects 

the blame-the-victim strategy  of  traditional conservatism,   without  turning  a  

blind  eye to  the 

“private”   suffering   of  women   and   children   under   toxic  masculinity.
15

 

Similarly, the language of trauma  makes possible Fenton’s  (2012) argument that   

slavery  and   its  aftermath  have  had   lasting   effects  on  the  white American  

family, contributing to the perpetuation of incest as a spectacle in plain  sight  

that  is simultaneously  displayed  and  disavowed  in popular culture and in 

family relations. 
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SpearIt  and  Fenton  use therapy  culture’s  trope  of the  “dysfunctional” 

family, but instead of placing the responsibility of recuperation solely on 

individuals,  they turn  to law and  the state  for redress.  In similar  fashion, 

several scholars  have used the concept  of “root  shock,”  drawn  from  ther- 

apy’s language  of trauma  and  resilience, to  claim a “right  of return”  for 

poor and minority  individuals and communities  displaced by natural  disas- 

ters and  the neoliberal  “reconstruction” projects  that  often follow in their 

wake (see Fullilove,  2004; Jourdan & Feinberg,  2010). These are feminist 

projects, even when female subjects are not the focus. In their adherence  to 

the feminist slogan that  “the personal  is political,”  they incorporate thera- 

peutic concepts into claims for justice. 

Other  feminist  uses  of  concepts  consonant with  therapy  culture  push 

toward  restructuring the state itself. Martha Albertson  Fineman’s  theoreti- cal 

work on “vulnerability,” for example, argues for a reframing  of citizen- state 

relations (Fineman,  2010, 2013). With a clear debt to the difference feminism  

of  the  1980s,  Fineman   argues   that   recognizing   that   human beings are 

embodied beings necessitates a recognition of our intrinsic vulnerability: 

 
We will be dependent,  weak, in need, as well as empowered and strong at different 

developmental  stages in our lives. Throughout our lives we may be subject to external and 

internal  negative, potentially  devastating,  events over which we have little control– disease, 

pandemics, environmental and climate deterioration, terrorism  and crime, crumbling  

infrastructure, failing institutions, recession, corruption, decay, and  decline. We are situated  

beings who live with the ever-present possibility of changing needs and circumstances  in our  

individual  and  collective lives. We are also accumulative  beings and have different  qualities 

and quantities  of resources with which to meet these needs of circumstances,  both  over 

the course of our  lifetime and  as measured  at the time of crisis or opportunity. (Fineman,  

2013, p. 637; see also Eichner, 2012). 

 

For  Fineman,  the universal  fact of vulnerability  requires  social institu- 

tions to help build resilience so that humans may adequately  respond  to the 

many  kinds  of conditions  and  situations  to which we are vulnerable.  The 

important role of social institutions, in turn,  highlights  the importance  of the 

state  as a guarantor of equal  access to,  and  capacity-building within, these 

institutions. Rather  than  the classical liberal “night  watchman” state, then, 

Fineman  argues that we should envision a “responsive state.” She concludes: 

 
We should  be rethinking  contract, corporation, family, and education  law - not  from the 

perspective of identities, but from the perspective of privilege and disadvantage and with a 

firm grounding  in a theory of state responsibility  for the vulnerable legal subjects who actually 

populate  society. (Fineman,  2013, p. 639) 
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Transformative justice  initiatives,  SpearIt’s  and  Fenton’s  reassessment of 

the harms of racial subordination for black and white communities, Yamamoto’s   

praxis  work,  and  Fineman’s   theoretical   scholarship   - all draw on the 

language of therapy  culture, but to re- rather  than  de-politicize human  suffering.  

Their  focus on human  suffering as the starting  point  of state  and  legal  

obligation   owe  a  debt  to  difference  feminism’s  calls  for caring and  empathy  

as central  to public as well as private  life. This work, like difference  feminists’ 

work,  also  points  beyond  the  liberal  framework of equality.  There is yet no 

catchword  for the ideal value that  animates  a feminist therapy culture, although 

some human rights theorists and constitutional  law scholars  are  tinkering  with  

“dignity”  (see, e.g., Baer,  2009). Neither  “equality”  nor its cousin “liberty”  

quite capture  the feeling-self-in- connection  that  is the subject of therapy  culture. 

All of this work, however, seeks to incite a progressive politics for the intimate  

public sphere. 

These feminist projects may converge with other social-justice-oriented projects 

that  draw on practices and beliefs associated  with therapy  culture. For example, 

I have begun to write elsewhere about the links between the Buddhist-inspired 

but secular “mindfulness” movement and the goals and techniques  of social 

justice lawyering (Harris,  2012; Lin, Selbin, & Harris, 

2007). The argument  here is that  large-scale movements  for social change 

based on nonviolence and peacemaking  have borrowed  practices from ther- 

apy culture and from anticolonial struggle; to the extent that techniques associated 

with therapy  culture clear and calm the mind and make interpersonal  

engagement   more  effective  and  less  filled  with  needless  personal drama,  

they  have the potential  to  make  political  action  more  effective as well. Finally,  

as the apparent heir to public religion,  therapy  culture  may by necessity 

become the ground  from which new social movements  spring. The  next  

sustained  public  uprising  against  racism  might  well be born  in networks  of 

“engaged Buddhism”  sanghas  rather  than  in the black church, simply because 

movements  spring  from  wherever people come together  to talk about  the 

conditions  under which they live.
16

 

 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Therapy  culture did not begin as a feminist project, but it offers new possi- 

bilities for feminist movement. Lynne Segal observes that the slogan “the personal 

is political” began as a defense of feminist consciousness-raising  in the 1970s, 

and later was absorbed  into consumer  culture, to reappear  as an 
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“entitlement  to individual satisfaction”  (Segal, 2013). The contemporary 

obsession  with the self and  with “happiness” can and  has been effectively 

criticized as just another  reason to “work,  buy, consume, die.” But therapy 

culture  does not  only valorize emotional  labor  in crappy  pink-collar  jobs; in 

the hands of feminists it can be turned,  like other tools, to the project of 

mobilizing  against  inequities  in the distribution of power  and  wealth,  and to 

the project  of interrogating the capitalist  order  in which we all live and die. 

What  is needed  to  build  a feminist  therapy  culture  is, first, a strong feminist 

voice within therapeutically oriented  practices to keep doing what feminism  

has  always  done  - pay  attention to  power  relations;  and,  secondly, more 

feminist work on the abuses of power particular to therapeutic settings.  

Difference  feminists did not  fully accomplish  this work.  Twenty-first century 

feminism has the opportunity to do so. 

 
NOTES 

 
1.  For  literature  reviews of difference feminism, see Murray  (2009) and Minow 

(1990). 

2.  Sample  comments   on  the  incursion  of  therapy   culture  into  legal  culture 

include Piar (2008, p. 652) (“If the life of the law once was reason,  logic, or experi- 

ence, it is now good  feeling, individual  fulfillment, and  therapeutic healing.”)  and 

Friedman (1998, pp.  8-9)  (“In  our  individualistic  age the  state,  the  legal system, 

and organized  society in general thus seem more and more dedicated  to one funda- 

mental goal: to permit, foster, and protect the self, the person, the individual.”). Extending  

mental  health  law  to  law  generally,  David  Wexler  and  Bruce  Winick 

have championed  “therapeutic jurisprudence,” suggesting that  “the law itself can be 

seen to function  as a therapist  or therapeutic agent” (Wexler & Winick, 1991). 

3.  The  actress  Gwyneth   Paltrow   made  this  term  famous   when  using  it  to 

announce  her breakup  with her husband,  rock musician Chris Martin.  Paltrow  took 

the term  from  Dr.  Habib  Sadeghi and  Dr.  Sherry  Sami who define it this way on 

their website: 
 

A conscious uncoupling  is the ability to understand that  every irritation and argument was 

a signal to look inside ourselves and identify a negative internal  object that  needed healing. 

Because present events always trigger pain from a past event, it’s never the cur- rent situation  

that  needs the real fixing. It’s just the echo of an older emotional  injury. If we can remain 

conscious of this during  our uncoupling,  we will understand it’s how we relate  to ourselves 

internally  as we go through  an  experience that’s  the real issue, not what’s actually happening.  

(Sadeghi & Sami, 2014) 

 
4.  Dale   Carnegie’s  classic  How  To  Win  Friends  and  Influence  People,  for 

instance, was first published in 1936 and is still in print today (see Carnegie, 1998). 

5.  A  brilliant  and  painstaking work  of  intellectual  history  showing  how  this 

happened  is Charles Taylor’s Sources of the Self (Taylor, 1992). 
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6.  As  Grogan   notes,  Abraham Maslow,  who  found  himself  sought  after  as a 

business consultant, saw himself “as something of an abolitionist, extending democratic  

principles to the workplace; emancipating  workers who had been down- trodden,  angry, 

and only passively resistant;  and giving them an avenue for creative expression” (Grogan,  

2012, p. 152). 

7.  Humanistic  psychology, a precursor  of today’s therapy  culture,  faced a similar 

problem.  Although  the founders  of humanistic  psychology criticized the culture of the 

“man in the gray flannel suit” and saw psychological health in dissent, Jessica Grogan   

writes  that  “humanist psychology’s  theories  and  techniques  found  their widest,  and  

most  overt,  application” in  the  business  world,  where  corporations “used  humanistic  

psychology  to  make  their  workers  more  efficient, more  productive, and happier”  

(Grogan,  2012, p. 317). Then, business leaders enthusiastically embraced   T-groups;   

today,   Google   employees  are  mindfully   meditating   (Baer, 

2013). 

8.  Failing  to acknowledge power differentials  can give the upper  hand  to privi- 

leged participants; it can also result in “net widening,” the tendency to subject more and  

more people to state  regulation  with the justification  that  it is good  for them. 

Net  widening  similarly  follows the  rules of path  dependency:  the  most  disadvan- 

taged people lose their liberty first. It is therefore  a concern of critics of restorative 

justice and alternative  courts (see McLeod,  2012; Ptacek, 2009). 

9.  How is it that therapy  culture can simultaneously  create people obsessed with 

their suffering and  obsessed with their happiness? Eva Illouz explains that  therapy 

culture establishes a narrative  trajectory  for the successful life: You must begin your 

journey in suffering, then struggle to find meaning in that suffering. When you have 

successfully done so, the result is not only wisdom but a transcendence  of suffering 

which   produces    deep   and    lasting   joy   and    satisfaction    (see   Illouz,    2008, pp.  

176-177).  Some  of  us  struggling  to  fit our  lives into  this  narrative   cling to suffering  

as our  anchor  of meaning.  Others,  not  surprisingly,  attempt  to  skip the 

suffering part and go directly to happiness. 

10.  As  Mitchell  Dean   observes,  “The   exercise  of  authority  presupposes   the 

existence of a free subject of need, desire, rights, interests,  and choice. However its 

subjection is also a condition  of freedom: in order to act freely, the subject must first 

be shaped, guided and moulded into one capable of responsibly exercising that free- 

dom through  systems of domination” (Dean, 2009, p. 193). 

11.  McLeod  notes  that  this  judge,  for  whom  the  drug  court  was  “personal” 

because  there  was addiction  in her own family, also espoused  a theory  of “tough 

love.” On at least one occasion she was observed “screaming”  at the young woman 

before her (McLeod, 2012, p. 1615). 

12.  Illouz continues: 
 

Similarly, because the language of psychology was intrinsically  individualizing,  it could recycle 

and  naturalize  the  ambient  feminist  language  of rights;  because  psychologists acted as 

arbitrators in conflict and claimed to teach negotiation skills, the language  of psychology 

readily incorporated the feminist claim to equality. Because of its emancipatory  structure,  

the  therapeutic discourse  offered  a  powerful  narrative  of growth  and liberation   that   

resonated   with  the  feminist  political  claim  for  liberation.   Thus  the conjunction  of 

feminism and psychology actually contributed to convert the private self into  a public 

construct  and  even … into  a public performance. The therapeutic ethos 
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transformed the home into a micro-public  sphere in which emotions  and private needs 

could  be  argued   over  according   to  norms  of  fairness  and  equality.  (Illouz,  2008, pp. 

130-31) 

 

13.  See Yamamoto and  Obrey  (2009, p.  28) (asserting  that  the  Social Healing 

Through   Justice  framework  “integrat[es]  now  widely acknowledged  international 

norms of reparatory justice, particularly the principles of the United  Nations  ‘Basic 

Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparations for Victims of 

Gross  Violations  of International Human  Rights  Law’ and  the  recently  adopted 

‘Declaration  on the Rights of Indigenous  Peoples’”). 

Yamamoto also connects the Anglo-American language  of therapy  culture  with 

related  concepts  and  practices  from  indigenous  cultures  and  explicitly applies  his 

Social Healing Through  Justice framework  to historic gender wounds. For instance, 

he refers to the reparations process in East  Timor  for women who suffered sexual 

violence as state policy: 

 
The request for reparations by the East Timorian  mother,  raped repeatedly  by soldiers 

during  the Indonesian occupation, coalesces these many reparatory forms. She sought 

payment  from the Truth  and  Reconciliation Commission  for her children’s education. “I 

ask for help,” she said, to change our lives and to “put  my children through  school. I was 

used like a horse  by the  Indonesian soldiers  who  took  me in turns  and  made me bear  

many  children.  But now  I no  longer  have the strength  to  push  my children towards  a  

better  future.  Education is what  they  need.”  (Yamamoto & Obrey,  2009, p. 35) 

 

14.  In  a  private  conversation, for  instance,  one  criminal  justice  reformer  who 

uses  mindfulness  techniques  expressed  misgivings  to  me  about  the  possibility  of 

“scaling up” such programs,  given the importance of individual character  and inter- 

personal  dynamics  in their  effectiveness. Feminist  perspectives on deviant  mother- 

hood   could  potentially   shed  light  on  the  complexities  of  caring   relationships 

situated in power differentials. 

15.  Indeed,  Herman’s  book  is an  interesting  case  study  in  the  use  of  therapy 

culture  toward  feminist ends. Herman’s  project  was explicitly feminist,  in challenging 

Freud’s  assertion  that  the  dynamics  of psychological  “repression”  concealed 

fantasized,   rather   than   actual,   child  abuse.   Herman   was  also  concerned   with 

exposing  the  power  dynamics  within  the  family  that  enlisted  children  in  accepting 

and legitimizing their own abuse. Finally,  Herman  explicitly linked the traumatization  

of  child  abuse  to  the  traumas   suffered  by  victims  of  genocide 

and  war. 

16.  Others  express a similar hope about  using ideas drawn  from therapy  culture to 

radically change market relations. Consider, for example, the website of the “Enlightened 

Business  Academy”  (Enlightened   Business  Academy,  2014),  which 

asks its “enlightened  entrepreneurs,” “Do you want to integrate your heart and soul 

into your business so that  you are showing up authentically and fully every day - 

and  encouraging  others  to  do the same?” The site goes on to  reassure  its readers 

that they are “delivering transformational products  and services that can change the 

world.”  I find this vision naive, given the structural centrality  of growth  and profit to 

contemporary capitalism.  More intriguing is the suggestion that therapy  culture’s 
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investment  in personal  happiness  might instill anticapitalist or post-capitalist ideas in 
economically  marginalized  people - as some advocates  involved in the “sharing 

economy” appear  to suggest (see, e.g., Orsi, 2012). 
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